
North Western Railway Employees Union 

Issue Raised During POM held on 22-23 Nov. 2013 

  

1. Subordinate Rest Houses (Specially at Jaipur) and Holiday Homes (Specially at JP & Mt. Abu) are 

in very poor condition. Furniture and fixture are in obsolete condition, new furniture & fixtures 

are required to be provided. Proper maintenance & housekeeping to be provided for 

Subordinate Rest Houses and Holiday Homes. 

2. There is a need for improvement in central hospital conditions. Sufficient numbers of Para 

Medical Staff are to be posted and specialist doctors facilities are to be improved. 

3. There are large numbers of vacancies in safety categories which are required to be filled up 

early. 

4. Stoppage of few trains (specially Bhuj Barely Exp.No. 14321/14322 & 14311/14312) are to be 

provided at Getor Jagatpura Railway Station for facility to staff/public coming to HQ office. 

5. There is requirement of floating of post in artisan & other similar categories for giving them 

better promotional prospects. 

6. 10% Intake of trackman in other department to be restored for giving proper job satisfaction in 

trackman category. 

7. Sufficient numbers of post are to be created for manning of new trains & maintenance of newly 

opened Railway lines. 

8. MACP orders are normally delayed; it should be scrutinized twice in a year as per guidelines. 

9. There should be proper utilization of fund in Zonal works. It may please ensure that all relevant 

work orders under zonal contract should be issued by Dec. 2013. 

10. Now a days, mental & social stress are causing lot of health problems in Railwaymen which is 

adversely affecting the work of Railwaymen. So, it is required to frame a year long time table by 

medical department for regular health check up of each & every staff of NWR. 

 
Date: 23-11-2013 
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